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PM23c A COMPACT ADDITION IN THE INTERMEC PM SERIES PRINTERS 
 
 
Melbourne September 19th 2013 Gamma Solutions Introduces the newest and most 
compact addition to the PM Series mid-range industrial printer family: The Intermec 
PM23c. This new two-inch model shares the same best-in-class throughput, speedy 
deployment, and incredible reliability for uptime assurance—now in an all-new, more 
compact footprint ideal for space-constrained applications 
 
A 2-inch (51mm), mid-range industrial printing solution, the Intermec PM23c is an 
extension of the Intermec PM43 and PM43c printer platform. The new model features an 
all-metal barcode label printer and is ideal for applications such as airline passenger 
services, manufacturing, and retail, including product labelling and food traceability.  

 
The Intermec PM23c offers all of the same advanced capability of the Intermec PM43 
and PM43c and boasts a full colour touch-screen with 10 languages, or an easy-to-use 
universal icon user interface.   

 
This family of printers also offers a multi-lingual, intuitive web-based device management 
interface; both Wi-Fi- and CCX-Certifications; and optional Bluetooth connectivity. The 
Intermec PM23c also has Precision Print, enabling it to easily print small barcodes, text 
and images with pinpoint accuracy.   
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About Gamma Solutions 
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company, 
based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in 1992, 
the company provides all the components of mobile computing, RFID and data collection 
systems such as portable terminals, barcode scanners, barcode printers and wireless 
networks; as well as professional services including systems analysis, design and 
implementation, middleware software and training. Gamma Solutions is committed to 
providing the highest level of customer service by providing good and services Australia wide 
as well as in New Zealand. For more information visit www.gammasolutions.com 


